ERASMUS + AIRNET
ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE
Monday 11/09/2015
8:30 : welcome breakfast
9:00 -> 13:00 : activities at the amphitheater
- presentation of the week
- international groupes constitution &
presentation of the questionnaire
- general informations on French Guiana
- geometric study of climate (K)
- Monitoring of airborne dust (K)

- Hurricanes & Tornados (M)
- cyclone model (K)
- thunderstorm & volcanic eruptions (M)
- Kites (D)
- how to make home-made kite (K)

13:00 : lunch at school
15:00 -> 18:00 : meeting at tour Dreyfus - pointe des roches
- birdwatching
- light measurement
- kite competition

Tuesday 11/10/2015
8:00 -> 13:00 : activities at the amphitheater
- general informations on Slovenia (I)
- process of making a measuring device
for exhaust gases (I)
- Air under water (B)
- conference by O. Tostain : Birds as
bioindicators
- birdhouses survey (K)

- How to study bird movements
- Air in the art (S)
- the vacuum (M)
- space experiments & satellites (M)
- rockets (D)
- How to make a diﬀerence between a
pure sound and a complex sound? (K)

13:00 : lunch at school
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14:00 -> 15:30 : work at school
15:30 -> 20:00 : Ariane launch
- bus transfer to observation site « ibis », ID cart or passeport needed
Wednesday 11/11/2015
07:45 : meeting at school
08:00 -> 12:00 : excursion montagne des singes
- bus transfert, vegetation & fauna observation, light & noise studies
12:00 ->14:00 : free lunch, in town or in families
14:00 - 18:00 : excursion zoo de guyane
- bus transfert, wildlife, small canopy trail
18:00 -> 19:00 : hot air ballon launches from the beach
Thursday 11/12/2015
07:45 : meeting at Vieux Bourg pier
08:00 -> 17:00 : excursion Devil Islands
Friday 11/13/2015
06:45 : meeting at school
07:00 -> 12:00 : activities in the space center (ID cart or passeport needed)
- conference by the weather service space center
- visit of the launch site Ariane & Soyuz
- launching a weather balloon
13:00 : lunch at school
14:00 ->16:00 : work at the amphitheater
- summary of the week
- what to do after this meeting ?
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